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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Public Utilities Commission of Ohio (PUCO) hosted a series of workshops soliciting 

the views of stakeholders on whether cost-effective energy efficiency programs are an appropriate 

tool to manage energy costs, and how those fit into Ohio’s competitive electric and natural gas 

marketplaces.  In addition, the PUCO requested stakeholders to submit comments and answers to a 

series of questions.  In response to the questions, the Ohio Manufacturers’ Association (OMA) 

presented its views to the Commissioners at one of the workshops.  Now that the workshops have 

been completed, the PUCO invited stakeholders to make any final comments, clarifications, and/or 

respond to the discussions during the workshops.  OMA hereby submits its comments on the 

PUCO’s workshops, energy efficiency programs, and related issues.  
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II. COMMENTS 

A. Rate Design Can Incentivize Customers to Invest in Energy Efficiency and 

Energy Management  

 

The PUCO should strive for rate designs that connect customer action to financial outcomes 

for the customer and align with electric system benefits.  Customers investing in energy efficiency 

or coincident peak demand reduction programs should have clear price signals across all 

components of their bill that incentivize and reward this behavior.  Components of bills that are 

fixed, such as customer charges, or that are disconnected from operational profiles, such as monthly 

demand charges and ratchet charges, undermine the justification and benefit for customers to invest 

in energy efficiency, load management, on-site generation, electricity storage, and electrification.  

The electric grid is designed, operated, and billed based on coincident peak usage.  For 

example, transmission and distribution systems are sized based on the circuit’s potential coincident 

peak loads.  Similarly, wholesale energy markets have peak hours, and capacity is billed based on 

a customer’s coincident usage during system peaks.  However, in contrast, most industrial and 

commercial customers in Ohio do not get charged for transmission based on their facility’s or site's 

usage during these system peaks.  Instead, they are billed based on their facility’s or site’s monthly 

maximum power usage, regardless of when this happens or whether it coincides with the grid’s 

peak.  As a result, customers’ contributions towards lowering grid peaks are disconnected from 

their financial outcomes, leaving the full value of these investments unrealized to the customer. 

And, under monthly demand billing, no customer is incentivized to change how it uses energy 

during transmission system peaks.  Several other states in PJM’s territory bill transmission to the 
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customer differently,1 allowing competitive retail electric service providers to pass-through 

transmission costs as they are billed – on the customer’s coincident peak power. 

Similar disconnects can exist with distribution system billing.  Distribution companies may 

charge customers for distribution service through a fixed monthly fee.  For example, AEP Ohio 

recently increased its monthly customer charge on Transmission customers from $6,144 per year 

to $43,200 per year. Monthly demand charges also disincentivize energy management.  For 

example, again we see AEP Ohio has increased its monthly demand charge recently for Primary 

customers, increasing the rate from $3.76/kW-month to $6.72/kW-month today.  For a 

manufacturer with 1 MW of monthly demand, this results in a $35,520 annual increase in their 

distribution charge. 

Fixed customer charges and monthly demand billing create electric costs to the customer 

that are essentially static, with no regard to how the customer runs their facilities and what the 

broader energy system is doing.  Fixed customer charges and monthly demand charges are defacto 

anti-efficiency tariff designs.  Where these anti-efficiency designs have been implemented in Ohio, 

they deprive manufacturing customers sometimes hundreds of thousands of dollars in potential cost 

savings from efficiency and other energy management strategies. 

The PUCO has an opportunity to encourage rate designs that reward investment in energy 

efficiency and peak demand reduction.  Creating price signals that reflect time and locational value 

of energy usage and generation will connect innovation and the adoption of energy management 

 
1 Both Pennsylvania and Maryland allow customers to procure transmission from the Competitive Retail Electric 

Service Providers. Maryland: https://www.mdelectricchoice.com/resources/glossary/. Pennsylvania: 

https://www.puc.pa.gov/general/consumer_ed/pdf/Electric_Bill_Breakdown_FS.pdf 

 

 

https://www.mdelectricchoice.com/resources/glossary/
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strategies to financial outcomes, while simultaneously lowering system peaks and reducing the need 

for system upgrades.  

B. System Benefits from Customer Energy Efficiency and Energy Management 

Investments Need to be Actually Realized 

 

Historically, Ohio’s utility-operated energy efficiency programs aimed to lower energy 

usage and reduce customers’ monthly peak electric demands.  And the cost-effective energy 

efficiency programs had some notable successes.  Customer energy savings have practical impacts 

to the electric system as customers are not only reducing the energy they consume but they are also 

reducing usage during system peaks.  In generation markets, energy efficiency and load 

management produce demand reduction induced price effects (DRIPE), more often referred to as 

“price suppression.”  Put more simply, electric generation markets follow the laws of supply and 

demand.  As demand is reduced, generation needs to compete for less load and the price of 

electricity for everyone drops.  This is one way that customer energy management benefits all 

ratepayers. 

While energy-efficiency generally creates system benefits in wholesale electric generation 

markets, this has not always been true of Ohio’s regulated electric monopolies – transmission and 

distribution utilities. Customer energy efficiency should, at a minimum, result in reduced 

justification for investments to the electric transmission and distribution systems.  However, it does 

not appear that the investments in energy efficiency have impacted the level of investment going 

into our transmission system.  And customer efficiency gains are not clearly given weight to 

reducing a utility’s distribution costs.  OMA offers transmission costs as an example, as they are 

especially egregious in Ohio. 
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The peak load in AEP Ohio transmission territory reduced 11% between 2015 and 2021.2 

During that same period, however, AEP's Network Integrated Transmission Service (NITS) Rate, 

the largest component of transmission costs, increased 154%.3  This can be seen in Figure 1 below. 

 

Figure 1. AEP Ohio NSPL vs. NITS Rates since 2015 

A reasonable expectation would be that as peak load reduces, the need for investments in 

transmission system expansions would also decrease.  But, this has not happened.  Instead, 

transmission investment has exploded under the categorization of “supplemental transmission 

projects,” a utility investment channel treated as a regulatory no-man’s land with little oversight 

that the PUCO’s Office of the Federal Energy Advocate has called “unfettered.”4  Justification for 

investments in supplemental transmission projects remains wanting.  The Ohio Power Siting Board 

 
2 Based on data from PJM’s Data Miner 2, AEP Ohio’s peak load reduced from 24,725 MW in 2015 to 21,925 MW 

in 2021. 
3 Based on published rates, AEP Ohio’s NITS rate increased from $37,597/MW-year in 2015 to $95,598/MW-year in 

2021. 
4 Comments of the PUCO Ohio FEA at 4, Docket No.  RM20-10-000 (June 25, 2021). 
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(OPSB) does not review transmission projects under 100kV, leaving many millions of dollars in 

transmission spending unchecked. For projects that it does authorize, the system benefits of 

supplemental projects are not quantified, and there is not a discernable reliability, environmental, 

or cost benefit of these investments to customers.  The OMA echoes its previously provided 

comments that increased transparency into the investment of supplemental transmission projects is 

needed to ensure system benefits from previous investments in energy efficiency are actually 

realized and provide some check on the unfettered spending.  

An additional step towards transparency would be for the PUCO to require annually updated 

distribution circuit capacity hosting maps.  Other utilities in PJM have publicly available hosting 

capacity maps.5   This would provide transparency into when upgrades into the system are needed 

or when a customer-sited non-wires alternative could provide a significantly cheaper solution to a 

system being undersized.  And it would allow for Ohio’s electricity system stakeholders to see how 

energy efficiency, distributed energy, and other energy management strategies create benefits and 

reduce stress on distribution circuits.  OMA emphasizes that multiple utilities across the country 

publicize their distribution circuit hosting capacity map – the PUCO should hold Ohio’s utilities to 

this standard and require similar publication. 

The rate of investment in transmission and distribution systems should closer reflect trends 

in system demand and a more transparent process for reviewing these investments would be a step 

towards ensuring the increased costs to customers are truly justified.   

  

 
5 Potomac Electric Power Company maps: 

https://www.pepco.com/SmartEnergy/MyGreenPowerConnection/Pages/HostingCapacityMap.aspx 

 

 

https://www.pepco.com/SmartEnergy/MyGreenPowerConnection/Pages/HostingCapacityMap.aspx
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C. PUCO Actions Need to Coordinate with FERC Order No. 2222 

 

As the OMA discussed in its PUCO Energy Efficiency workshop presentation, 

manufacturers today invest in the breadth of energy management strategies – efficiency, load 

management, on-site generation, electric storage, electricity purchasing strategies, and in some 

cases electrification of fuel use.  Ohio’s regulations and policies should not silo energy-efficiency, 

but recognize that customers view all of these management strategies as tools to optimize how they 

reach their goals of cost reduction, reduced green-house gas emissions, etc.  A customer that 

chooses to invest in a battery, or rooftop solar one year, may not invest in energy efficiency until a 

later year.  Tariff design reform does not discriminate between who benefits from how a customer 

manages its energy, whereas an efficiency program would.  In this light, the PUCO should be 

working on the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s (FERC) Order No. 2222 compliance 

rules and policies simultaneously with tariff reform. 

FERC’s Order No. 2222 has an overarching intent to “promote competition in electric 

markets by removing the barriers preventing distributed energy resources (DERs) from competing 

on a level playing field,”6 which will include customer-sited resources.   This places an obligation 

for states participating in energy markets to take a forward-looking approach to ratemaking and 

begin planning.  Ideally, new policies and rules would increase competition and access to markets. 

However, the OMA believes there are early signs that these new policies will, instead, hand control 

over to the monopoly distribution utilities and squash customer benefits in Ohio.      

Several pending pieces of legislation at the Ohio legislature appear to anticipate the need 

for policy and rule changes in response to FERC Order No. 2222, but include provisions that could 

 
6 FERC Order 2222 Fact Sheet: https://www.ferc.gov/media/ferc-order-no-2222-fact-sheet 

 

 

https://www.ferc.gov/media/ferc-order-no-2222-fact-sheet
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give undue power to the local distribution utilities to control customer-sited electric generation.  

Other pending bills have key provisions that change how distributed energy resources are 

compensated that would have interplay with and could conflict with FERC Order No. 2222.  The 

specific pieces of legislation and the provisions of interest include HB 317, HB 389, SB 32, and 

HB 450. 

Most concerning, HB 389, which creates a mechanism for electric distribution utilities to 

partially reconstitute their energy-efficiency programming, requires these same regulated utilities 

to control “intermittent” resources,7 which means renewable energy, batteries, etc., even though the 

resources could be customer-owned.  The regulated utilities would have the ability to shut off 

renewable energy at their discretion.  This provision is clearly an attempt for the monopoly utilities 

to control distributed energy resources that they do not own under FERC Order No. 2222.  It is also 

a stunningly anti-consumer, anti-market, and anti-environmental provision.  The PUCO would be 

remiss to not acknowledge that the discussion of energy-efficiency policy at the statehouse cannot 

and should not be separated from the discussion at the PUCO; they are simply too intertwined.  

The regulatory process should start identifying and addressing: 1) where barriers exist in 

current rates for distributed energy resources; 2) where barriers exist for interconnection 

information available to customers; 3) the role of distribution utilities under FERC Order No. 2222; 

and, 4) the role of competitive retail suppliers and competitive markets.  

D. Utility Efficiency Programs Were Financially Inefficient 

Many regulated utilities have a history in Ohio of inefficient use of ratepayer funds.  

Previous versions of utility-run efficiency programs proved to be profit generators for regulated 

 
7 Sub. H. B. No. 389, As Reported by the House Public Utilities Committee, Proposed Sec. 4928.6633(F)(2), lines 

140-142. 
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utilities through provisions such as shared savings and lost distribution revenues.  The unfortunate 

result for ratepayers was that customers paid several dollars into efficiency programs for every $1 

that came back to customers through efficiency rebates.  The role for the regulated utilities should 

be to encourage customer investment in energy efficiency and to ensure that the programs send the 

majority of ratepayer dollars back to ratepayers.  In the case of FirstEnergy, its lost distribution 

revenue mechanism – influenced heavily by its ESP IV and Senate Bill 310 – resulted in even more 

ratepayer money being kept for the regulated utility as a result of efficiency programs.  Of course, 

stakeholders now know that keeping these lost distribution revenues – called decoupling – was a 

primary motivation of HB 6 and FirstEnergy’s admitted bribery of public officials in the General 

Assembly and at the PUCO.  While FirstEnergy gave up its lost distribution revenues as part of a 

settlement agreement regarding that bribery scandal, the mechanism has been reconstituted in part 

by HB 389 and its “efficiency” programs.  

Ohio’s utility-run energy efficiency programs are outdated and have a track record of abuse 

that darkens what successes have occurred.  The program savings were not tied to actual 

transmission and distribution system cost reductions and significant program costs and shared 

savings were passed on to customers, and they should not be continued or re-started.  

When discussing these policy issues, OMA encourages the PUCO and interested 

stakeholders to answer these pertinent questions:  Who is the best steward of customer dollars and 

customer efficiency interests in Ohio?  Could regulated utilities again twist customer efficiency 

programs to serve their interests instead of customers’ interests?  Does pending utility efficiency 

program legislation reconstitute lost distribution revenues and give monopoly utilities control over 

customer generation?  Are regulated utilities the best possible entity to run customer-funded 

efficiency programs?   Should energy efficiency programs be offered by the competitive market?  
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III. CONCLUSION 

 

The PUCO has an opportunity to prioritize competition and consumers as the deployment 

of distributed energy resources and the requirements of FERC Order No. 2222 force changes to our 

electric system.  Rate designs that connect customer action and system conditions to financial 

outcomes will further incentive investment in energy management.  History should serve as a lesson 

on the risks of handing this responsibility over to Ohio’s electric distribution utilities.  At a 

minimum, OMA recommends that the PUCO prohibit regulated electric utilities from offering 

energy efficiency programs that are funded by customers on a non-bypassable basis as there is no 

statutory or regulatory authority that would allow an electric distribution utility to voluntarily offer 

energy efficiency programs with mandatory cost recovery from its customers.  The market should 

be offering competitive energy efficiency programs to the benefit of customers.  
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